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Jean-Marie Perdrix
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Mauvaise graine, 2017
Exhibition view
Galerie Samy Abraham, Paris
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Mauvaise graine, 2011
Bronze, seed, golden leaf, paint and iron
6,5 x 6 x 4 cm 
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Mauvais cheval, 2017
Peau tannée, laiton
133 x 80 x 20 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Alpha-Bêta, 2017
Peau tannée, bois
61 x 100 x 12 cm
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Sunset Décor
Exhibition view, 2017 
Marian Goodman gallery, New York
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Cheval, bronze à la chair perdue 1, 2012
Cast of copper alloy, carbon and ash, 
29 x 59 x 21 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Alpha-Bêta, 2017
Wood, dried donkey skin
61 x 100 x 12 cm 
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L’alternative
Exhibition view, 2017 
Frac Champagne-Ardennes, Reims
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incorporated, Biennale d’Art Contemporain, Rennes
Exhibition view, 2017 
Musée des Beaux Arts, Rennes
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Boules peaux de vache 1, 2016
Melted plastic, cow hair
34 x 50 x 36 cm 
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Boules peaux de vache 2, 2016
Melted plastic, cow hair
32 x 50 x 44 cm
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Ferry Fétiche
Jean-Marie Perdrix
30.01 - 12.03.2016

For my new exhibition at the Galerie Samy Abraham, I’m showing two series of objects: totems and 
tables. I created them in Burkina Faso by recycling household plastic waste. They are melted down 
by hand and molded with a press. I work using this artisanal process in collaboration with a family of 
bronzeworkers who are old friends of mine.

The project began in 2002 with the creation of recycled plastic replicas of totemic figures (the 
forefather and the phallus) drawn from the history of Burkina Faso and from my personal legacy. The 
work on exhibit is the accumulation of this explicit form.

Following that project and in association with my Burkinian collaborators, my research turned toward 
the functioning of a typical workshop capable of producing useful objects from plastic waste in 
large quantities and at high quality. Thanks to financial aid from the Fondation Nationale des Arts 
Graphiques et Plastiques (National Foundation of Plastic and Graphic Arts) awarded in Spring 2015, I 
coordinated the development of a workshop in the capital, Ouagadougou, and launched the production 
of a series of school tables.

The equipment is similar to that which is currently in use in a public primary school classroom in 
Burkina Faso that has 60 students per class, so, twenty tables with three children at each one. The 
operation is limited to the replacement of wooden parts with recycled plastic. The models produced 
have integrated benches, a legacy of colonialism that remains familiar to us today. In France, it evokes 
the school of Jules Ferry. I love dealing with that as much as the other fetish I created. 

The three tables on display here act as witnesses to the success of the project. They are charged, 
just like masks or magical objects: they respond to a social function rendered obsolete now they find 
themselves displayed out of their context, as veritable art works. And yet, they are worth little without 
the accomplishment of that function, real or symbolic, according to the belief system we hold. 

The production of an initial set of thirty tables destined for an elementary school in Niocsin in 
Ouagadougou has allowed the fine-tuning of the equipment, the formation of a workforce, and the 
creation of life-size models. From this experience, we are in the process of formulating concrete aims 
that will inform the establishment of a permanent atelier for the repurposing of household plastic waste. 

The project is founded on numerous objectives: the establishment of a workshop with three moulds 
and ten employees; the manufacturing of 2000 tables a year; the commercialization of production and 
the sale of the product to the primary schools of Burkina Faso; the manual collection of 100 tonnes 
of waste plastic from 20000 households in the town; the expansion of this collection project to reach 
a net worth of 100000000 CFA Francs, thereby strengthening the city’s economic situation; the cut in 
deforestation by 130 hectares per year; and the full provision of equipment for 6000 primary school 
pupils and around 100 classrooms.

Following a popular uprising and a failed coup d’etat, Burkina Faso has democratically elected a new 
government following a 27-year long rule by the previous head of state. The new ruling party should 
take the opportunity to support the initiative.

Jean-Marie Perdrix, January 2016

This exhibition has benefitted from support from the National Foundation of Plastic and Graphic Arts.
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The gift ceremony
Delivery of thirty school tables made out of plastic wastes to a Ouagadougou school
January 2017
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Ferry Fétiches, 2016
Exhibition view
Galerie Samy Abraham, Paris
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Ferry Fétiches, 2016
Exhibition view
Galerie Samy Abraham, Paris
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
sans titre (detail), 2016
Plastic, steel
75 x 117,5 x 87 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Yaba, 2002-2016
Plastic
88 x 36 x 12 cm 
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Cheval de chèvre, 2016
Goat skin
51 x 19 x 72 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Sans titre, 2015
Zebu skin and glass eye
21 x 22 x 20 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Sans titre, 2015
Zebu skin and glass eye
20 x 21 x 19 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Pneumatocéphale, 2015
Pneumatic jack and mixted techniques
180 x 70 x 70 cm
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Mimosa Echard, Jean-Marie Perdrix 
Exhibition view, «Une robe d’empathie profonde », 2015
Galerie Samy Abraham
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Mimosa Echard, Jean-Marie Perdrix
Exhibition view, «Une robe d’empathie profonde », 2015
Galerie Samy Abraham
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Jean-Marie Perdrix 
Deux poids, deux mesures, 2015
Melted plastic waste and goat hair
33 x 44 x 37 and 30 x 40 x 40 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Cheval final, bronze of lost head, 2015
Cast copper alloy, charcoal, bones and ashes
32 x 50 x 75 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Cheval à la chair perdue 3, 2013
Cast copper alloy, charcoal, bones and ashes
25 x 77 x 33 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Exhibition view, «Le Pont», 2013
MAC Marseille
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Chien à la chair perdue, 2012
Cast copper alloy, charcoal, bones and ashes
30 x 47 x 22 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Untitled, 2011 
Cast plastic waste
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Forme insaisissable, 1987
Cast iron
43,5 x 14,5 x 4,4 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix
Forme insaisissable, 1987
Cast iron
61 x 17,5 x 6 cm
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Jean-Marie Perdrix in conversation with Céline Flécheux for PIANO, 2014 

Céline Flécheux : The piece presented in the exhibition at the Fondazione Giuliani in Rome 
curated by Chris Sharp is called Bronze of Lost Flesh. You produced it in Burkina Faso. Why are 
the means of production so important in your work?
Jean-Marie Perdrix : I have been working with bronze smiths in Burkina for 20 years. I have 
developed a process with them to recycle plastic waste substituting wood and enabling waste 
to be collected. They won the innovation award in Bamako, where a permanent workshop has 
been built. It was a veritable North-South collaboration implemented in stages. I developed and 
produced projects on my scale to initiate this workshop to recycle and mould household objects. 
The objects that I produce are from an economy where every moment is appreciated.

C.F. : How did you come up with the idea of a bronze animal?
J.-M.P. : First of all, my partners are bronze smiths (Burkina has a tradition for bronze) and I had 
the opportunity to experiment with small bronze pieces. This is what happened: during casting the 
crucible leaked by accidentand the molten bronze mixed with the coal and ash at the bottom of the 
oven; I salvaged this what I found beautiful scoria and I thought that I would like a cast with this 
entity. Hence the idea of bronze ‘of lost flesh,’ that I then wanted to use it to form a horse or a dog.
These animals are totems for my partners, but I did not know that. Of course, I am not involved in 
the animal’s death. Horse is found in the butcher’s shop in Ouagadougou; as for dogs, there is a 
whole unofficial network for dead dogs.

C.F. : What does ‘bronze of lost flesh’ mean exactly?
J.-M.P. : The title is very important, as a misappropriation of the traditional lost-wax bronze casting 
process. Usually, to smelt bronze, a crucible is surrounded by coal and the forced air increases 
the temperature. When I have modelled the animal’s head (horse or dog) or a part of its body in 
clay, I burn it until bones turned to ash are all that remain. I thus made a ceramic that I fill with coal 
and air again, reproducing the initial crucible. I mix my molten bronze in the coal, in the bones 
and everything else, as if I had brought together all the production stages of a traditional bronze. 
The resulting bones, ash, coal and bronze mixture makes it lighter. What is important here is that 
the bronze finds its own way through the blend of ash and bits of grit. Therefore, I cannot predict 
what image I will obtain after the leak, once the piece is removed from the mould. Salif Dermé, my 
bronze smith partner, often says that I am looking for magic, as the image that will be obtained is 
not known in advance. He fully understood that I was exploring the opportunities available in this 
country.

C.F. : Did you invent this process?
J.-M.P. : I will outline two things. First of all, Salif encounters many western artists who come to 
Burkina specifically to make bronzes, but generally what they want, is a bronze that is produced 
more cheaply than in Europe. They are not interested in the local economy, or in the means of 
production. They are seeking the same image as their model, but in bronze. For my work, in 
contrast, I am not looking for an impression of the skin, nor the image of the body, as the casting 
is less important than capturing the journey the bronze has made in the mould between the coal 
and the bones reduced to dust. I end up with an object that bears the marks of the smelting and 
burning with a sort of bronze lacework that contrasts with the intensity of the method.
Then, regarding the method itself, I had seen small objects produced directly from a cast before. 
I even have a necklace of peanuts made like that. But I changed the scale and starting point. I 
chose an animal and a much larger size, so that the way the bronze penetrates the mould is much 
more random.
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C.F. : Is the horse that you are exhibiting at the Fondazione Giuliani unique?
J.-M.P. : Each piece is unique. To date, I have produced three horses and five dogs. This kind of 
piece takes a while to make as the coal burns very slowly. The coal that was burnt in the head 
was in equal measure with the coal used to make the bronze. In the piece presented in Rome, 
the mouth of the horse disappeared, because the concentration of ash was too high and the liquid 
bronze did not reach the end of the mould, it disappeared in the blend formed by the coal, ash and 
bones. That is why the object obtained is a distortion of the image expected. The horse is dead, 
the neck is therefore already very narrow, as it is no longer attached to the withers the volume 
disappears. As for the ear, it is straight as if the animal were still alive and listening. In another 
piece, another horse, I achieved an open mouth with the outline of worn down teeth, but without 
the ears. When I work with dogs, the body is often incomplete; sometimes it is difficult to recognise 
the animal in the final form.

C.F. : Do you consider bronze as precious?
J.-M.P. : In these horses and dogs, the quality of the bronze is very poor, because they are the 
reverse of what is traditionally sought in bronze. Bronze is not there to add any additional market 
value to the piece: my partners are experienced bronze smiths and my work is linked to their 
economy. A very rich texture is achieved through a direct and intense process. The interior density 
is visible. To some extent, with the horse the history of the process used to achieve the object and 
the object itself are contemplated in equal measure.

C.F. : Should your work be considered from an anthropological point of view?
J.-M.P. : The geographical origin of these ‘bronzes of lost flesh’ is important: these pieces bear a 
mental subjectivity linked to the imagination of a developing African country. I am delighted that 
the outer appearance has a Baroque style. Indeed, I strive to make objects that have a certain 
timelessness (it is not important whether they were made now or ten years ago) and universality 
(I am not meticulous regarding specific cultural elements). At the same time, my work follows in the 
tradition of great sculptors and, in certain respects, witchcraft with skin, hair, fetishes, horns and 
teeth: anything from an animals that conjures up its symbolic aspect. The recipe for making these 
pieces is very exciting, like in the devil’s workshop. I didn’t choose sheep, goats or cows, as these 
animals are meat. I chose dogs and horse. These are meat, but above all they are also animals 
closely related to man. There is something disturbing about working with a dead animal as the 
starting point; predation and sacrificing animals comes to mind. But I do not reduce animals to a 
metaphor. A dead dog is more moving than the mass unemployment of young Africans. What I do 
with these animals is only possible because my partners are very cooperative, armed with a good 
knowledge of the land and a long-standing friendship. But I practice sculpture, not art brut. These 
objects are exhibited in galleries, contemporary art fairs, exhibitions and collections, for my artistic 
practice takes into account the objects per se as well as the whole process that results in a horse’s 
head produced with the ‘bronze of lost flesh.’
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Mouvement, May-June 2015
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Le Monde, 08 - 09 March, 2015
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Chris Sharp, the Registry of Promise, ROMA , Amsterdam, 2015
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Les Inrockuptibles, No. 1038, 21-27 October 2015
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Le Quotidien de l’Art, Friday 12th February 2015
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Je Journal des Arts, 19th February - 3rd March 2016, n°451




